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Experimental Results of Passive Imaging of Moving
Continuous Broadband Sound Sources Within a

Sensor Field
Viktoria Tegborg, Mats I. Pettersson, and Ingvar Claesson

Abstract—Sparsely distributed sensors or sparse arrays can be
associated with high positional accuracy and capability for large
area surveillance. This article shows, both through simulations
and with real measurement data, that sparse sensor systems can
be used to accomplish high-performance underwater surveillance.
The article focuses on measurement setups with several passive
single hydrophones placed hundreds of meters apart in a water
depth of dozen of meters. By such a setup a sound source is
then more likely to move inside the array, and thus near-field
processing can be considered. The sensor pairs will also be located
in different directions in relation to the sound source. These
two prerequisites give the possibilities to high spatial resolution.
Images of the coherent sound activity for different sensor pairs
are formed, and every sensor pair map is summarized into a
resulting map. In this way, an arbitrary number of sound sources
of a target can be resolved. Good correlation results are shown
despite the fact that the sound source is at the same distance
as the baseline of the sensor pairs. This is achieved by Doppler
compensating for target movement and also by whitening of the
cross-spectra. The analyses of the measurements also show that
baseline-dependent bandwidth can improve the results. In the
paper, it is indicated from experimental data that two propeller
sound sources could be resolved, and in another measurement
setup the engine could be separated from the propellers.

Index Terms—Acoustic imaging, Sonar signal processing, Un-
derwater acoustical measurements

I. I NTRODUCTION

An increased interest in systems of sparsely distributed
sensors or sparse arrays for surveillance has been seen in
recent years. This is due to better computational capabilities
and also the use of the Global Positioning System (GPS) that
has given new opportunities to synchronize beetwen different
groups of sensors.

With sensor pairs in different directions and at different
ranges, passive systems provide an opportunity to detect, clas-
sify and even identify a target’s speed and direction without
being revealed to the target.

There have been many publications in the field of passive
multistatic radar in recent years [1]. In radar applications, the
large sparse array will add the capability to detect and measure
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localization with very high accuracy. In many ways, this can
lead to a paradigm shift. One example is in the case of tracking
and anti-air missile guidance [2].

In underwater acoustics, the increased processing capabil-
ities have lead to large sparse arrays that can observe all
targets in the near-field of the array just by backprojecting
the measurement data. Backprojection of data is commonly
used for far-field applications in matched field processing and
time reversal acoustics. Within these techniques models ofthe
environment are used. For near-field applications, as in this
article, the advantage is that no models of the environment
have to be considered since the travel path is much shorter and
thereby less complicated. Backprojection with one assumed
speed of sound of the whole volume can be used.

Within a sparse array, the sound source is also registered
from different angles. With sensor pairs in different directions
and at different ranges, images of several sound sources can
be formed. No assumptions about number of sound sources,
their location (near- or far-field), the size of the sound source,
or complicated environmental models have to be taken into
account. The only parameters need to be found are the speed
and velocity.

There are, however, very few publications on underwater
sparse arrays in the field of passive acoustical applications,
and even fewer papers concerning passive imaging of moving
continuous sources in the near-field. In the field of pas-
sive acoustical applications, sparse arrays have been used
for localization of transients in different applications.For
seismology applications, a multistatic system localized and
imaged transients in [3]. In [4], clicks from sperm whales
were localized by 5 arrays consisting of 5 sensors each spread
several kilometers apart in the water and situated at a depth
of up to one kilometer.

To the best of our knowledge, no article concerning imaging
of broadband moving sound sources has been published. In
[5], however, imaging of an underground non-moving source
with transients in a frequency range of 5 to 50 Hz, using
only two line arrays, was discussed. Furthermore, in [6],
simulated broadband non-moving continuous sound sources
were imaged, and a comparison of results from 4 different
methods was given. An image was defined as a comparison
between predicted and measured time lags projected into
a map consisting of the horizontal plane around the array.
Results from the article indicated that the time of arrival
difference (TOAD) method, which is similar to the solution
presented in this article, gave the best results for high Signal
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to Noise Ratios (SNR).
In applications of sparse arrays with many hydrophones,

[7] is the most similar publication in comparison to the work
presented in this paper. In [7], moving broadband targets
were localized by 16 hydrophones in a sparse array. The
article focused mainly on localization and used a time of
arrival method for single targets. No image generation was
considered. The advantage of imaging instead of time of arrival
methods is that no assumptions about number of sound sources
or the location have to be considered.

Thus, to our knowledge, no publications concerning
imaging of broadband moving sound sources exists.

In this paper, a method for imaging moving continuous
broadband sound sources within a scattered sensor array is
demonstrated. The image is defined as backprojected pairwise
coherence over an area in the water volume, where different
sensor pairs record different sides of the sound sources.

By using filtered and weighted correlation results from all
sensor pairs, the image quality of the sound source can be im-
proved significantly. In this paper, we use an integration time
such that the synthetic aperture formed by the target’s motion
is small. However, thanks to the large amount of sensors and
the measuring speed and direction, the three-dimensional (3D)
speed and velocity can be found with the help of the over-
determined equation system. In this way, it could be possible
to increase the integration time by increasing the compensation
for the range walk or range bending (Doppler changes) in
the signals. This is associated with passive synthetic aperture
sonar, and a larger resolution in all dimensions could be found.
The higher resolution for each sensor leads to higher resolution
and better quality in the final image. This image can be used
as an instrument for detection, localization, classification, and
identification.

By placing sensors over the entire surveillance area, the
system gets closer to the target under observation, and com-
plicated propagation condition effects, typical for thosein
shallow waters, lessen. The disadvantage of this is that the
received signals then become more dissimilar to each other
and thereby the coherence is decreased.

In a previous work [8], real measurements from three
different baselines were used. Despite a decreased coherence
due to a larger separation distance, smaller positioning errors
for the larger baselines (30 m), when compared to the small
one (0.5 m), were found. It should be noted that this was
the case even though no compensation for the Doppler shifts
between the sensors connected to the large baselines was
made. Also, the broadside case was used where the highest
Doppler shifts occur. If an end-fire case had been used instead,
even larger position errors for the smaller baselines wouldhave
been found.

The propagation characteristics in underwater acoustics are
complicated and associated with multipath, reverberation, and
changing sound speed throughout the water volume [9]. This
will in turn also decrease the coherence. By using the Gen-
eralized Cross Correlation function (GCC) [10] weighted by
the Phase Alignment Transform (PHAT) [10], all frequencies
are given the same influence, and the coherence can thus be

increased.
In sparse arrays, the same sound source is measured from

different directions through different paths. This leads to a
suppression of the multipath effects.

In sparse arrays, the hydrophone measured signals for the
whole system can contain different sounds from the same tar-
get. The vessel sound different depending on which direction
it travels in. With the help of a sparse array, all sources may
be detected and imaged.

If the sound source is moving, the signals also get com-
pressed or spread in time due to Doppler. For normal linear
arrays, the Doppler shift is essentially identical all overthe
aperture. In sparse arrays, however, this is not the case,
and as the integration time increases, the Doppler has to be
compensated in each sensor correlation. By compensating for
Doppler, the coherence is improved and more sensor pairs can
then contribute to the image.

In this article, we have used target speed as determined by
the help of a GPS instead of estimated from measurement
data. The main focus of this paper is on the evaluation of the
method and therefore no Doppler estimation is considered.

With high SNR of the signals, Doppler can directly be
estimated from the data, and this is also one of the advantages
of a spatially large sensor system. Another advantage of
the system is that Doppler also discriminates against sound
sources that travel at other speeds than that of the target.

II. SIGNAL MODEL

Let s(t) be the signal emitted from a target sound source.
The received signal̃xn(t) at hydrophonen at measurement
time t can then be modeled as

x̃n(t) = s(D̃n(t − δtn)) + nn(t) (1)

whereδtn is the propagation time from target to hydrophone
n, D̃n is the signal compression or widening connected to
the movement of the sound source, andnn(t) is uncorrelated
noise. The projected velocity to each sensor and its connected
Doppler will, in a sparse array, be very different, resulting in
separate compression ratios for each sensor.

In a scattered array, the sensors have different positions,and
a target will therefore likely maneuver inside of the lattice of
the array. This means that the array elements may cover up
to 360 degrees of the target. In the scattered array, different
sensor pairs will be situated in different directions in relation
to the sound source. The opening angle,φmn, for the sensor
pair mn with the baselinebmn (distance between sensors) in
comparison to the sound source is defined as shown in Fig. 1.

In a passive system with a sparsed array, large values of the
angleφmn will limit the coherence in the sound field between
the two measurement points. This is not considered in (1) but
is discussed in Section IV-E, where different bandwidths are
chosen to suit the opening angle of each sensor pair.

A. Doppler effects

If a sound source is moving to or from a sensor, it causes the
received signal to become either decompressed or compressed
in time. This means that the frequency shifts as a sound moves
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Fig. 1. Example of setup where geometric parameters are defined.

away from a sensor, and there will be a decrease in frequency.
If the sound source moves closer, there will be a increase in
frequency.

In a scattered sensor system, this can be used to estimate
the velocity and moving direction. For setups with only large
baselines and signals of low SNR, blind hypotheses have to be
tested until detection can be made. However, with high SNR
of the signals, Doppler can directly be estimated from the
data, and this is also one of the great advantages of a spatially
large sensor system. It is also necessary to compensate for
the Doppler effect when correlating different sensor pairsto
increase the peak to noise ratio.

In [7], Doppler is found using the ambiguity function and
is valid when acceleration is negliable. To show how the
ambiguity function can be used to find the Doppler, and
thereby the velocity and speed, Fig. 2 plots the result of this
function from our own data set. A clear maxima is seen for a
Doppler correction of -0.015 percent ofx̃5(t) compared with
x̃6(t) at the pairwise delay (τ ) = -3.42 sec. The ideal values
given from simulation of the same setup are nearly identical
(-0.015 percent, -3.5 sec).

The work in this article focuses yet on an imaging process,
so pre-known speed is therefore used in the process. The
following pre-processing is performed to transform all the
sensor signals to zero Doppler.

xn(t) = x̃n(Dn(t))

= s(Dn(D̃n(t − δtn)) + nn(Dn(t))

= s(t − δtn) + ñn(t) (2)

where ñn(t) is considered to be uncorrelated noise and
Dn(t) is the transfer function to get back to zero Doppler. If
no compensation for Doppler is done, it results in a decreased
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Fig. 2. Ambiguity function for sensor pair 56 in Setup 1B, where intergration
time is 1 sec.

TABLE I
TARGET, ENVIRONMENT, AND SENSOR SETUPS FOR THE DIFFERENT

MEASUREMENTS WHERE THE SOUND SPEED IS GIVEN ASc AND DEPTH IS
SENSOR DEPTH.

Setup Target Bottom c [m/s] bmn [m] Depth [m]

1 1 rocks 1421 17-181 7-12
2 2 mud 1485 90-141 7-12

TABLE II
SIZE, SPEED, AND PLACEMENT OF TARGETS.

Target Size [m] Speed [m/s] Propellers Placement

1 20x8.0 2.5 2 surface
2 4x1.5 0 1 surface

coherence. Asφmn increases, the coherence between two
sensors decreases. This was illustrated in [8], where the mag-
nitude squared coherence, without Doppler compensation, is
shown for different sizes of baselines and thereby for different
Doppler. Another potential of a sparse large array, where large
Doppler can be found, is that Doppler discriminates against
sound sources with other speeds than that of the target.

III. M EASUREMENT DATA

A. Measurement setup

In this article, we present and analyze results from two
different measurement campaigns with two different measure-
ment setups and three different measurements. The measure-
ment setups and target properties are given in Table I and
II. In Fig. 3 and Fig. 4, an illustration of the three different
measurement setups are shown.

For the two first measurements, 1A and 1B, the same target
is used. The target - sensor distance is, however, generally
bigger than the baselinebmn in 1A, while in 1B the baseline
is bigger than the distance. In Measurement 1A, the target is
far away from the coastline while in 1B the coastline, is∼
150 m on the opposite side of the target in comparison to the
sensor network. In Measurements 1A and 1B, the target is
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moving with a speed of 2.5 m/s, while in Measurement 2 the
target is not moving. According to Tables I and II, the target
in Measurement 2 is very small in comparison to the target
in Measurement 1. Note that the bottom condition with rocks
in Setup 1 gives stronger bottom reflection than in Setup 2
where the bottom is covered with mud, as is shown in Table
I. During the experiment, the positions of sensors and targets
were measured with a Differential Global Positioning System
(DGPS) which gives a deviation of 0.5 to 5 m.
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Fig. 3. Setup 1. In Measurement 1A, the distance to all sensors is
approximately the same, while in Measurement 1B the distances are very
different. The water environment is given in Table I and target properties are
given in Table II.

B. Target sound

Frequency spectra of the received signals in Setup 1 are
shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, and in Fig. 7 only an estimate
of the frequency spectra of one sensor is shown for Setup 2
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Fig. 4. Setup 2. Sensor to target distances are smaller or in the same size
as the sensor baselines. The water environment is given in Table I and target
properties are given in Table II.

because the sensor signals were not satisfactorily calibrated
in this experiment. This absolute calibration error is, however,
not important for the final result, since PHAT weighting of the
GCC will normalize all frequencies resulting in an amplitude
equal to one in the frequency plane. The frequency spectra
in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are from the same target and therefore
the spectra are similar. They decay in both setups as the
frequency increases. However, there is a broad peak at 10
kHz for Measurement 1A in comparison to 1B. A reasonable
explanation for the peak in 1A could be that the stern of the
target is sensed by several sensors and in this way the noise
from the cavitation of the two propellers is registered.

In spectra for Measurement 1B, there is an indication that
tonal components (higher levels in 1 - 9 kHz) are registered
from the target. This can also can be confirmed by the sound
files. In Measurement 1B, the engine sound could clearly be
heard, while in Measurement 1A the engine could not be
heard. The maximum bandwidth of 12 kHz will be used for
both Setups, and the effective bandwidth is analyzed in Section
IV-E.

IV. I MAGING

The sensors and targets are placed in the 3D space. In this
article, the images are for the sake of convenience processed
for one depth (surface), which results in a two-dimensional
(2D) image. This is also consistent with the two surface vessels
used as targets in the measurements. An image is defined as
the pairwise coherence projected over the area of interest.

A. Cross-correlation

In this work, we use the GCC functionRmn(τ) between
two sensor signalsxm andxn, where

Rmn(τ) =

∫
∞

−∞

Wmn(f) Gmn(f) ej2πfτdt (3)
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Fig. 5. Spectra estimate for all sensor signals in Measurement 1A. In the
estimate, data of 1 sec are divided into 94 averages where boxcar is used.
The frequency resolution∆f is 94 Hz.
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Fig. 6. Spectra estimate for all sensor signals in Measurement 1B. In the
estimate, data of 1 sec are divided into 94 averages where boxcar is used.
The frequency resolution∆f is 94 Hz.

andGmn(f) is the cross-spectra andWmn(f) is a weighting
function. If the broadband signal contains dominant frequency
components, as in Figs. 5 - 7, this can cause spatial aliasing.
A weighting function,Wmn(f), is used to manipulate the
importance of the different frequencies. The PHAT-weighting
function [10] takes away effects from dominant tones by
weighting all frequencies equally.Wmn(f) for the PHAT
weighting is given by

Wmn(f) =
1

| Gmn(f) |
. (4)

As described in Section IV-E, the coherence depends on the
bandwidth used, and to compensate for that, a filter function,
P (f), is used. The total overall weight is then defined as

Wmn(f) =
P (f)

| Gmn(f) |
. (5)

In some measurements, the peak of the GCC function is
negative. Negative dips near a peak could, for example, be
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Fig. 7. Spectra estimate of sensor signal 2 in Measurement 1B. In the
estimate, data of 1 sec are divided into 86 averages where boxcar is used.
The frequency resolution∆f is 86 Hz.

caused by a sound source that is beneath the surface. By
using the envelope ofRmn(τ), the negative peaks are turned
positive, and a broader peak ofRmn(τ) is given. This is
favorable for low resolution images and is also more robust
against sensor position errors, as described in Section IV-D.
We call this non-coherent processing, and it is defined as

R̃mn(τ) =| Rmn(τ) + j H (Rmn(τ)) | (6)

whereH is the Hilbert transform ofRmn(τ) and is imple-
mented as in [11].

B. Image discretization

The area where an image is formed is divided into volumes,
vijk, in which the cross-correlation sample,Rmn(τmnijk), is
backprojected. The time delay,τmnijk, in each correlation is
given by

τmnijk =
| pm − vijk | − | pn − vijk |

c
(7)

where c is the speed of sound, andpm and pn are the
sensor positions. In (7), we have approximated the sound
speed c as constant for all positions within the volume.
This is a good approximation for our three measurements as
shown in Section IV-C. In a general case, however, positions
calculated from the time delay have to consider different
sound speeds in different areas of the water volume. This is
especially true for areas at a greater distance from the sensors.

The cubic image or map,Map, is formed as

Map(Vijk) =

N−1∑
m=1

N∑
n=m+1

Rmn(τmnijk) (8)

whereN is the number of the sensor pair.
The sampling in time of the signal gives the discretization,

damn, in the spatial domain. The indexationmn of the differ-
ent discretizations is given from each sensor pair bandwidth
given in Section IV-E.
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Fig. 8. The image discretization shown for sensor pair 1 6 in Setup 2. The
z-plane is at the surface, z=0. The two dots are the sensors. Each integer value
of τ give rise to a hyperbolic shape of several positions in space, here shown
by colors. Dark blue isτ=0 and dark red isτ=max.

Between two sensors, the time delayτ is associated with
a hyperboloid of possible target positions in three dimensions
(whenτ is projected into the spatial domain). In Fig. 8 a two-
dimensional example of the spatial domain is shown. Based
on the Nyqvist criteria, the maximum 2D discretization,dx,
dy for the global coordinate system, (x̂, ŷ, ẑ), was formed in
[12].

In Fig. 9, the 2D projection of a hyperboloid (given from a
certainτ ) to a plane given by a sensor-dependent coordinate
system, ξ̂mn and η̂mn, at height z is shown. The sensor-
dependent coordinate system has a unit vector,ξ̂mn, in the
direction of the baseline, and̂ηmn is given to be orthogonal
to ξ̂mn andẑ. We have then assumed that the globalẑ direction
is orthogonal to the baseline, which is approximately the case
for our measurement setup. However, this is easily changed
for any setup, though the equations will be a little bit more
complicated. These equations will give us an approximate
estimate of the discretization in the global coordinate system
as shown in Fig. 9 and given by

dx(x, y, z) = min |
δmn(x, y, z)

cos(θmn + αmn(x, y, z))
| (9)

dy(x, y, z) = min |
δmn(x, y, z)

sin(θmn + αmn(x, y, z))
| (10)

whereδmn(x, y, z) is the distance between the two discretized
hyperbolas at the point(x, y, z). θmn is the rotation angle
between the coordinate system (ξ̂mn,η̂mn) and (̂x, ŷ). The
rotation angleαmn(x, y, z) is the angle between̂δmn(x, y, z)
and ξ̂mn. δ̂mn(x, y, z) is the unity vector ofδmn(x, y, z).

As a consequence of (9) and (10), the sampling distance de-
creases as the target-to-sensor distance increases in comparison

Fig. 9. The discretization,damn, for sensor pairmn (yellow dots) is
connected to a hyperbola in the coordinate system (ξ̂mn,η̂mn,z) with the
origin of the coordinates in the middle between the two sensors. Coordinate
system (̂x, ŷ, ẑ) is the global coordinate system for all sensors with its origin
at an arbitrary point which can be different from the local coordinate systems.

to the baseline. This relation can be used to save computational
load but is not investigated in this article.

C. Sound propagation

The cross-correlation,Rmn(τ), is transformed into positions
through the sound speed. Therefore, the true sound speed is
very important. During the experiment, the true sound speed
was measured for different depths. In Measurement 1, the
measured sound-speed profile showed almost constant speed
of sound with depth, 1421 m/s. However, in Measurement 2,
a more complicated sound-speed profile was found (Fig. 10).
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Speed of sound [m/s]

 

 
Measured
Model (Cubic splines)

Fig. 10. Model and measured sound-speed profile for Measurement 2, where
the surface is at z=0.

In this case, the decreasing sound speed with depth causes
the sound rays to bend downwards toward the bottom [9]. To
calculate the effect of the sound propagation, a ray tracing
model [13] was used according to

d2x

dz2
= −

c(z0) c(z)

c′(z) cosβ0

(11)

wherec(z) is the sound speed,z0 is the depth of the sound
source andβ0 is the initial angle of ray from the sound source
(β0 = 0 is perpendicular to z). In the calculations, we used a
model ofc(z) based on 11 non-equidistant cubic splines.
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TABLE III
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN TWO MODELS OF SOUND PROPAGATION FOR

MEASUREMENT2. ONE ASSUMES THE SOUND SPEED TO1485M /S. THE
OTHER IS BASED ON RAY TRACING CALCULATED FROM THE MODEL IN

FIG. 10.

Sensor Range[m] Diff [m] Depth[m]

1 138 0.05 13
2 57 0.01 13
3 144 0.05 13
4 85 0.02 13
5 114 0.04 12
6 162 0.21 18

Propagation delays calculated from the model with bending
rays were compared with straight rays calculated by a sound
speed of 1485 m/s for Measurement Setup 2. The differences
in Measurement 2 were only a number of centimeters as shown
in Table. III. Since the estimate of the sensor position has lower
accuracy than the difference presented in Table III, the sound-
speed profile was not taken into account. A fixed sound speed
of 1485 m/s is therefore used in Measurement 2.

Multipath is not considered to be a problem within the
sensor network. Each sensor pair registers a different multipath
and those will average out in the image, unlike the true sound
source that will add coherently from the contributions of each
sensor pair.

D. Sensor position accuracy

The systems described in this article give high resolution
and accuracy. In the near-field even 3D resolution can be
found. However, near-field processing is sensitive to errors of
the sensor positions.

Since each sensor pair map is projected on top of each
other, it is important that each peak fromRmn(τ) in the map
intersects with the others at the correct positions. Otherwise,
the cross-correlations will not add together coherently.

This is very important since the peak in the cross-correlation
function is close to the sinc function if a boxcar filter is used.
Negative dips will contribute destructively in the image.

If the positions of the sensors are incorrect, this will cause
a situation where the target will be unfocused and smeared, as
described in Fig. 11. This will lead to a decreased detection
capability and loss in image quality.

In this case, non-coherent processing as described in Section
IV-A can be used to eliminate some of these effects caused
by small sensor displacement. If permitted by the sound
substance, another solution is to use a lower bandwidth.
However, this will lead to reduced performance.

A certain error in the sensor position will cause a cross-
correlation pulse (a certain time delay in a sensor pair) and
its corresponding hyperbola in space, to move within the
same size as the error of the sensor position. From Fig.
8, we can also see that hyperbolas given from maximum
time delays in a sensor pair (end-fire of a sensor pair in
relation to sound source) corresponds to a wider area and
will be drawn by a fatter line than hyperbolas drawn for
zero delay (broadside sensor pairs). From this, it can also be
concluded that broadside sensor pairs are more sensitive to

a) Unfocused b) Focused
Fig. 11. Example of threeRmax

mn (τ) that gives rise to three hyperbolas in
the 2D space. To get the true position and a focused map of the sound source,
it is important to get the hyperbolas from all sensor pairs tosummarize into
one point. If there exist errors in the sensor positions, thehyperbolas will not
be summarized into the correct point and the image might be unfocused.

sensor position errors. The height resolution is also better for
end-fire sensor pairs which is important since the sound source
point is focused at the right depth only. This gives the system
better resolution in the near-field, but it then demands thatthe
sensor positions are known more pricesely. This leads to the
conclusion that errors in the sensor positions are more likely
to give unfocused images in the near-field than in the far-field.

E. Sensor pair bandwidth

Since all possible combinations of sensor pairs are used, it
is important to choose a bandwidth that suits the baseline of
the sensor pair.

Despite the fact that the target has a certain bandwidth,
there is also a geometric-dependent effective bandwidth. It is
especially important to choose a proper bandwidth to improve
the coherence since we use GCC-PHAT which weights all
frequencies, within the sensors bandwidth, equally.

To get the geometric effective bandwidth, we assume that
a sound source has an extension,Ls. At wavelengthλ, the
sound source will have a lobe width approximately given by
λ/Ls. This is a known relation in wave physics, and it is valid
in the far-field of the sound source and whenLs is larger than
λ.

If the two sensorsmn with a separationbmn should be in
the main lobe of the sound source, the minimum wavelength
has to be

λmn ∼
bmn Ls

ρmn

(12)

whereρmn is the distance between the sensors and the target.
If we assume thatρmn is approximately the same for all sensor
pairs, the maximum frequency for pairmn is given by

fmax
mn ∼ fmax bmin

mn

bmn

(13)

wherebmin
mn is the smallest sensor pair baseline andfmax

mn is
the maximum frequency used in analysis. In this equation,
no assumptions about the position or size of the sound
source have to be considered to find a suitable bandwidth.
In Setup 1A, the distance from the sensor pairs to the target
is approximately the same. Thus, (13) is chosen for this case.
In Table IV, the bandwidth for each sensor pair is shown.
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TABLE IV
SETUP 1A, fmax

mn CALCULATED FROM (13).

Sensor pair [mn] bmn[m] fmax
mn [Hz]

1 2 181 1127
1 3 30 6800
1 4 39 5231
1 5 154 1325
1 6 147 1388
2 3 159 1283
2 4 161 1267
2 5 30 6800
2 6 34 6000
3 4 51 4000
3 5 135 1511
3 6 125 1632
4 5 132 1545
4 6 129 1581
5 6 17 12000

In Fig. 12, the quality ofRmn(τ) using Table IV is plotted
to be compared to different fixed bandwidths (the same for all
sensor pairs). The quality ofRmn(τ), QRmn

is measured as,
QRmn

= Rmax
mn (τ)/σ whereRmax

mn (τ) is the maximum value
of Rmn(τ) andσ is the standard deviation ofRmn(τ).

In Measurement 1B and 2, the opening angles are extreme,
and the approximationλ/Ls is not valid. For these measure-
ments, a fixed (the same for all sensor pair) bandwidth is used
instead. In Fig. 13 and Fig. 14, results from different fixed
bandwidths are shown. From the figures, it is concluded that
the bandwidth BW=4 kHz in Setup 1B gives higher quality
for the sensor pairs generally, and for Setup 2, BW=12 kHz
is generally better.

Fig. 12. Setup 1A, Peak to standard deviation in correlationresult for
different fixed bandwidths and a baseline-dependent bandwidth.

V. M ODEL AND METHOD IN APPLICATION

This chapter demonstrates the application of the proposed
method by using data from the three measurements. The chap-
ter is divided into four parts, where the first part describeshow
the image processing is conducted, and the three following
parts show the results for each measurement.

Fig. 13. Setup 1B, Peak to standard deviation in correlationresult for different
fixed bandwidths.

Fig. 14. Setup 2, Peak to standard deviation in correlation result for different
fixed bandwidths.

A. Image processing

In this article, we present the results in six steps of
different processing to show the effects from the proposed
algorithms. The processing steps illustrate the performance
of the algorithms for the measurement setups in the shallow
waters. Measurement data for one moment in time are used
and compared to simulations.

1) Step 1 - Overview:A large unfocused image of the
experimental area is shown for low frequencies up to 4 kHz
with no Doppler adjustment. This image is used to show that
there is not any spatial aliasing in the area. Non-coherent
filtering that is associated with a wider correlation peak is
used as described in Section IV-A.

2) Step 2 - Zoom:In this step, a zoomed image of the
target is shown. A larger bandwidth is used in comparision to
step 1, since the volume elements are smaller. Non-coherent
processing is used, and no Doppler adjustment is performed.

3) Step 3 - Doppler:This image is Doppler adjusted with
the pre-given Doppler, calculated from the GPS onboard the
ship. More sensor pairs can then contribute to the image, and
the image becomes more focused.
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4) Step 4 - Coherent processing:In this step, both coherent
processing and Doppler adjustment is used in the processing.
Coherent processing gives a higher resolution in the image of
the sound sources, if the sensors are placed at the pre-assumed
positions. It also increases the signal to noise ratio.

5) Step 5 - Baseline-dependent bandwidth:For this image,
the sensor pair-dependent bandwidths as described in Section
IV-E are used to get better correlation results. This step isdone
for Setup 1A only.

6) Step 6 - Simulation comparison:To compare the result
with an ideal situation, simulations are performed. Dependent
on the assumed properties of the target, one or two broadband
sound sources are simulated. The sources are simulated as
point-like white noise sources. In the simulation, the coherent
method with Doppler adjustment is used.

B. Results from Setup 1A

For Setup 1A, the target is passing at a distance< 100
m from the sensors. The course of the target is such that
it is facing some sensor pairs with its stern. As seen in
Fig. 12, the cross-correlation is clearly separated from the
surrounding noise. The target can be detected in all different
steps suggested in Section V-A. Even the two propellers at the
target, spaced∼ 4 m apart, can be separated in Step 5, which
is seen in Fig. 16f. This Figure also agrees with the simulated
image in Fig. 16g.

1) Step 1 - Overview:A rough estimate of the target
position can clearly be seen in the overview map in Fig. 15a.

2) Step 2 - Zoom:Fig. 15d is zoomed in, according to
the darker area in Fig. 15a. The image is blurry due to the
incorrect Doppler.

3) Step 3 - Doppler:In this step, Doppler compensation is
done, and by comparing Fig. 15d and Fig.15g, it is confirmed
that adjustment of Doppler in the sensor signals gives a more
focused image.

4) Step 4 - Coherent processing:Coherent processing gives
higher resolution. The sound source in setup 1A can be
seen with higher accuracy in Fig. 16b then if only Doppler
adjustment is used as in Fig. 16c.

5) Step 5 - Baseline-dependent bandwidth:By applying the
baseline dependent bandwidth, the target’s two sound sources
can be separated, as seen in Fig. 16f. This clearly indicatesthat
sparse arrays can separate targets in the range direction using
mainly low frequencies. This is consistent with the higher
correlation peaks as shown in Section IV-E.

6) Step 6 - Comparison with simulation:In Fig. 16g, a
simulation of Setup 1A with two moving sound sources is
shown. Processing is conducted as in Fig. 16f. The simulation
image is similar to the image in Fig. 16f. The possibility
of imaging the two sound sources is thereby verified by
simulation.

C. Results from Setup 1B

The target is the same as in Setup 1A. In this case, however,
the target is in another position very close and is observed
from the side. The two propellers, spaced∼ 4 m apart, can be
assumed to be seen as one larger sound source. The envelope,

R̃mn(t), in Fig. 16b gives the best result. This probably arises
from non-accurate sensor positions, which also is indicated in
the overview image (the most distinct hyperbolas are crossed
in several points). Another interpretation is that this setup is
more complicated than the others, with a decreasing depth
behind the vessel resulting in a coastline of stones 200 m
from the vessel.

By non-coherent processing, two sound sources at the target
can be seen in the image. In this setup, 1B, in comparison
to the others 1A and 1C, the sound from the engine can be
detected by the human ear in the recorded sound files from the
most closely placed sensors. We therefore think it is very likely
that the target’s engine and the propeller sound are resolved
in the image. This is also indicated in the spectra (Fig. 7) of
this measurement, since tones of low frequencies are higher
in this measurement than in the spectra of Measurement 1A.

1) Step 1 - Overview:In Fig. 15b, we can clearly see that
a rough position estimate of the target is harder to get for
this setup in comparison to setup 1A. This may be due to
uncompensated Doppler, inaccurate sensor positions, or bythe
effect of several sound sources causing several intersection
points.

2) Step 2 - Zoom:In Fig. 15e, the map is zoomed in
according to the GPS. In this case, little coherent sound is
seen, but still no Doppler or bandwidth adjustment is done. A
diffuse image of the target is seen in Fig. 15e.

3) Step 3 - Doppler:Adjustment of Doppler in the sensor
signals gives a much more focused image of the target in Fig.
15h. Two crossing points are shown which may be caused
by inaccurate positioning of the sensors. However, a more
reasonable explanation is that the two strong points or energy
levels in the map could be an indication that the engine as well
as the propellers can be imaged and resolved. As mentioned in
Section III-B, the engine is clearly heard in the closest sensor
signals for this setup.

4) Step 4 - Coherent processing:By using coherent pro-
cessing, a more accurate image of the sound source can be
found, if the sensor positions are known exactly. This is not
the case for this setup, and the processing is very sensitive
to small errors in the sensor positions. Lower frequencies
create a broader peak in the cross-correlation function, and
destructive effects from the errors of the sensor positionsas
described in Section IV-B in the map are seen in this image,
Fig. 16d. The non-coherent processing is therefore crucialfor
this measurement setup.

5) Step 5 - Baseline-dependent bandwidth:Since the open-
ing angle is very large in this case, no baseline-dependent
filtering is done for this setup.

6) Step 6 - Comparison with simulation:In Fig. 16h,
simulation of two point-like sound sources is shown. Non-
coherent processing is conducted as in Fig 16b. The choice
of non-coherent processing is due to the position error of
the sensors. The simulation image Fig. 16h is very similar
to the measurement in Fig. 16b. This indicates that two sound
sources are resolved in the target.
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Setup 1A Setup 1B Setup 2
vijk = 0.02 m, z=1 m vijk = 0.02 m, z=1 m vijk = 0.004 m, z=0.2 m
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Fig. 15. Processing step 1 - 3, 2D-map results

D. Results from Setup 2

1) Step 1 - Overview:For this measurement, a focused
target is already seen in Fig. 15c, since the target is non-
moving and small.

2) Step 2 - Zoom:In Fig. 15d, the map is zoomed in and
the bandwidth used is 12 kHz. One sound source is clearly
seen. It is, however, a bit smeared most likely due to the non-
coherent processing.

3) Step 3 - Doppler:This step is not evaluated since the
target is not moving.

4) Step 4 - Coherent processing:With coherent processing,
a much more focused point is seen in Fig. 16e. The sound is
now displayed on a slightly different place. The differencemay
arise from the differences in the non-coherent and coherent
signal processing.

5) Step 6 - Comparison with simulation:In Fig. 16i,
simulation of a point sound source is shown. A more focused
point is seen in the simulation shown in Fig. 16i than in
measurement Fig. 16e, which probably arises from inaccurate
sensor positions.

E. Conclusions

This article shows that it is possible to position and image
near-field sound sources by a scattered array. If proper Doppler
adjustment is used, coherence is improved and several sound
sources can be resolved. In the three experimental setups,
correlation is shown for nearly all sensor pairs.

Sensor pair baselines from 17 m up to 160 m are used where
the distance to the target is 20 - 300 meters. The maximum
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Fig. 16. Processing step 3 - 6, 2D-map results

water depth is 25 m. Two targets, one 4 x 1.5 m and the other
20 x 8 m, are imaged by the proposed method.

Yet it is shown that good accuracy of the sensor positions

is necessary for near-field targets. In one measurement, the
target was closer than the size of the sensor baselines. Positions
near the sensors are much more sensitive to sensor position
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errors. By using a non-coherent approach, these effects canbe
lessened, and an image of the sound source can still be found.

The results from the measurement setups showed that the
target could be imaged by the proposed method in Setup 1A,
where a larger target is located at a distance comparable to the
size of the sensor baselines. The two propellers at the target
could be resolved in the image with high focus and resolution.
In Setup 1A coherent processing was found to give the best
result.

The non-coherent processing was necessary for the near-
field Setup 1B. The cause is that the larger target passed
very close to some sensors, mainly end-fire pairs and many of
these sensor baselines were much bigger than sensor-to-target
distance. For this setup it was found that one of the propellers
and the engine of the target could be resolved.

For setup 2, where a small non-moving target was located
within a scattered array with only large baselines, the proposed
method worked as well. The 2D resolution of the sound source
for the setup was found to be approximately 0.5 m.
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